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Let’s ReviseLet’s Revise1

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise the topics they studied last 
year.

Students, let's have a quick recap before starting new topics. Complete 
these exercises.

I. Rewrite the sentences after changing the number of the underlined words: 
(Make other necessary changes.)

 1. Child ate cookies.
  
 2. My tooth was sensitive. 
  
 3. Lady is fond of shopping.
  
 4. Paras bought diary and pen.
  
 5. A farmer had ox, goose and hen.
  

II. Rewrite using 's:

 1. the trousers of Ritik 

 2. the house belonging to Sneha 

 3. the dolls of babies 

 4. the bags of guests 

 5. the books of children 

PM
P

ing neng ne

ging the number of theging the number
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III. Circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns:

1. Ruskin Bond is a famous author.

2. Bhutan and Nepal are our neighbouring countries.

3. Nitin works in a bank.

5. Mrs Omvati Bhandari has won many awards.

IV. Fill in the blanks with is/am/are/was/were:

1. There  forty students in my class.

 2. Flowers  blooming in our terrace garden.

 3. I  in Jaipur yesterday.

 4. Last night the baby  crying.

 5. I  tired now.

 6. Children  taking exercise yesterday.

 7. What  you planning for the weekend?

 8. There  a new student in our class.

V. Sort out the words and put them in correct columns:

 
lazily, so, hug, heavily, because

   Conjunctions  Adverbs  Adjectives  Verbs

 1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

PPPM
P

P
PPPP

s in my c
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VI. Fill in the blanks using simple present tense of the verbs given in brackets:
1. This ball  to us. (belong)

 2. Our class teacher  the lessons very well. (explain)
 3. We  in the Lodhi Garden. (jog)
 4. They  well. (not sing)
 5. Ramya  bangles at Janpath. (sell)
 6. She  to school. (not go)

VII. Rewrite the sentences changing the tense into simple past:

1. He falls down. 

3. We see a movie about aliens. 
4. My grandparents live in a village. 
5. I do not know all the answers. 
6. She does not return timely. 

VIII. Complete the story using past form of the given verbs:
DON'T BE PROUD

A stag  (go) to drink water at a pool. He 
in the water. He  (feel) proud of his horns but he  (hate) 
his thin and ugly legs. Just then he  (hear) the sound of wolves at 
a distance. He  (run) fast to save himself. He was almost safe when 
his horns were  (catch) between two branches of a tree. He could 
not escape. The wolves  (kill) him. The 
beautiful horns of the stag    (become) the reason of his death.

PM
PPPe. Ps. . 

MP
ly. 

MPg past form of the given  past form of the give
DON'T BE PROUDDON'T BE PRO

PMPMMMM
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Across Down
5. a  of birds 1.  a 

 6. a  of singers 2.  a  of people
 7. a  of cattle 3.  a  of wolves

8. a  of lions 4.  a  of players
 9. an  of soldiers 

X. Spot the errors and correct them:

1. Water freeze at 0 oC. 

2. Good children don't misbehaves with others. 

3. It don't rain heavily in March.  

4. Shah Jahan built a Red Fort.  

5. Samrat is afraid with darkness. 

6. Silk is a softest fabric. 

7. She did not ate food last night. 

S
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P

T

A
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Alphabetical OrderAlphabetical Order2

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise alphabetical order.

Students, you are already familiar with alphabetical order.
A, B, C, D, E, …… order is called alphabetical order. Your class teacher 
writes your names in the attendance register in alphabetical order. You 

directory, encyclopedia, etc.

I. Here are some sets of synonyms for you. Learn them for vocab-quiz and arrange 
them in alphabetical order:

1. beautiful, gorgeous, attractive, charming, pretty

    

2. kind, thoughtful, generous, considerate, gentle

    

3. pain, ache, distress, agony, discomfort

    

    

5. praise, admire, idolize, applaud, appreciate

    

6. faithful, truthful, loyal, trustworthy, dependable

    

PMPMPMPMM
P

betical ordbetical ord
cal order. Your ccal order. You

gister in alphabetical ster in alphabe

nonyms for you. Learn themnonyms for you. Learn them
rder:r:
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II. Arrange the names of any six means of transport in alphabetical order:

      

      

 
order:

     

      

VI. Here is a 'Feelings Chart' for you. Find the meanings of these words from a 
dictionary:

Afraid

Frustrated

Kind

Panicked

Uncomfortable Vibrant Worried Exhausted ZYucky

Quiet R Sad T

Lonely Mad Nervous Outraged

Guilty Happy Innocent Jealous

Bored Confused Distracted E

PM
PPPnd the meanings ond the meanin

uiltyuilty H

CConfusedonfused
PMPPMPPMPP
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The SentenceThe Sentence3

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will learn about formation of sentences by 
proper reordering of words.

Students, look at these pictures and read the groups of words given alongwith them:

1. (a) Watering plants am I the. 

(b) I am watering the plants.

2. (a) How bright the day is!

(b) Is how the bright day!

3. (a) Would soup you tomato like?

(b) Would you like tomato soup?

4. (a) Don't make a noise.

(b) Don't noise a make.

Did you notice these groups of words? Those which are arranged in a 
proper order, are called sentences.

Tip of  the day

• A sentence begins with a capital letter.
• It ends with a full stop (.), question mark (?) or exclamation mark (!)

PM
P

oups of woroups of wo

nts.s.

he day is!day is!

e bright day!e bright day!

d soup you tomato likd soup you 

u like tomatou like
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Here are some more groups of words:

1. I like

2. I like watching birds.

3. In the school

4. We study in the school.

5. Birds are

6. Birds are chirping.

We have ticked those groups of words which make complete sense.

I. Now tick the sentences and cross those which are not sentences:

1. Dev is  6. How are you? 

2. Respect your elders.  7. At night 

3. I am proud of you.  8. Wow! It is so yummy. 

 9. Do you help others? 

5. How are  10. I elders my obey 

II. Match these groups of words to make sentences:

1. Mahima is a. heavily in monsoon.

2. Chimpanzees are b. in class V next year.

3. It rains c. ready for test?

5. We shall be e. a badminton player. 

6. Are you f. very clever animals.

III. Use these groups of words and make sentences:

1. a good friend 

2. in the mall 

3. from my school 

4. some food  

PM
P

h ar

6. How a6. How

MM
7. At night 7. At 

MM
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5. all my books 

6. India is 

7. is good for health 

8. that balloon 

IV.  Rearrange these groups of words to make sentences (start with the underlined 
words):

1. like/ice/ I/ butterscotch/cream

2. is/expensive/Gold/an/metal

3. famous/for/is/natural/beauty/its/Kashmir

4. for/guests/cooked/the/Mother/dinner

5. India/Which

6. is/long/The/river/a/Amazon

7. dictionary/is/not/It/my

Sumit/English

Kiran Bedi

10. promise/his/keeps/always/He

PM
PPPmirts/K

MP
er/dinne

MPM/river/a//ri / /Pt/m
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Subject and PredicateSubject and Predicate4

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will learn to differentiate between subject 
and predicate in assertive sentences.

A sentence is a group of words that make sense.
A sentence must have a subject and a verb.
We divide a sentence into two parts: (i) Subject (ii) Predicate

Read the sentences:

1. Children are donating money for earthquake victims.

  Subject Predicate

 2. We brought a jacket. 3. The water in that jug was hot.

  Subject Predicate Subject Predicate

The subject is the person or thing that you are talking about.
The predicate is the part that gives us more information about the 
subject.

Tip of  the day

• The subject may be made up of one word or several words.
• The verb is always a part of the predicate because it tells us about 

the actions of the subject.

Read some more sentences:

Subject Predicate
1. Most of the children like to read comics.
2. Children's Day is celebrated on 14th November.
3. I can't do it.
4. One of my friends is unwell.

PM
P

PMPMPPPMMMM
se.se.

Subject (ii) Predicaubject (ii) Pr
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I. Circle the subject and underline the predicate in the following sentences:

1. I am grateful to you.
2. A lot of people have their own vehicles.
3. Pink and blue are my favourite colours.
4. The water in this river is polluted.
5. We get wool from sheep.
6. Janvi, Yagya and Akshaj came to meet us yesterday.
7. The spider spun the web.
8. The acrobat did amazing rope tricks.
9. Snow will fall here.

11. Albert Einstein was a famous scientist.
12. Shweta and I are planning to watch a movie.

II. Match these subjects and predicates:

Subject  Predicate

1. The clouds a. am fond of reading.
2. Dr APJ Abdul Kalam b. is better than cure.
3. I c. fell off the shelf in library.
4. Children of my class d. robbed their house.
5. Both the girls e. are fond of nuts.
6. Prevention f. are dark.
7. All the books g. were afraid of darkness when we 

were young.
8. A gang of robbers h. were making birthday cards for me. 
9. Sweety and I i. was known as the Missile Man of 

India.
10. Honesty j. is a star. 
11. Squirrels k. are sisters. 
12. The sun l. is the best policy. 

PM
PMMP

ientist.ntist.
o watch a movie.watch a movie

predicates:es:

a. am. am
bdul Kalam b. bdul Kalam b

class class PMPMPMMMMPMPPMPPPPPPPP
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III. Supply suitable subjects to complete the sentences:

1.  will help the poor.

2.  are selling vegetables.

3. 

4.  cuts and styles our hair.

5.  is celebrated on 15th August.

6.  is my favourite sweet.

7.  taught us English last year.

8. 

9.  is a famous actor.

10.  is the day after Wednesday.

11.  are reptiles.

12.  has three sides.

IV. Supply suitable predicates to complete the sentences:

1. My grandmother's name .

2. The Earth .

 3. All the apples on that tree .

 4. We .

 5. Most of the rooms in my home .

 6. The soldiers .

 7. Virat Kohli .

 8. Teacher's Day .

 9. My friends and I .

 10. A lot of people .

 11. The Taj Mahal .

 12. A square .

PMM
PMP

or.

er Wednesda

les.

ides.

ates to complete the sentes to complete the sent

her's name her's nam

PMPMes on that tree es on that PPn mn m
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Read these examples:
1. Children don't like Japanese food. (negative)

4. He wasn't making any collage. (negative)

6. I can't make pizza. (negative)

Kinds of SentencesKinds of Sentences5

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will learn four kinds of sentences.

Students, you know that a sentence is a group of words arranged to  
make complete sense.
There are four kinds of sentences:

1. Declarative/Assertive sentences/Statements
2. Interrogative sentences
3. Exclamatory sentences
4. Imperative sentences

Read these examples carefully: (statements)

1. Children like Chinese food.

2. It is a beautiful painting.

3. An elephant has a sharp memory.

These sentences simply state something. So they are called assertive PM
Pgroup of wordgroup of wo

ces/Statementses/Statements

carefully: (statements)carefully: (statements)

ke Chinese food.ke Chinese fo

iful painting.iful paintin

s a sharp mems a sh

plyply
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Read these examples carefully: (Interrogative sentences/Questions)

1. Do children like Chinese food?

2. Is it a beautiful painting?

3. Has an elephant a sharp memory?

These sentences ask questions so they are called interrogative sentences 
or questions. We put a question mark (?) at the end of interrogative 
sentences.

Read these sentences carefully: (Exclamatory sentences)

1. Wow! The Chinese food is awesome.

2. What a beautiful painting!

3. What a sharp memory elephants have!

These sentences express some strong sudden feeling or emotion, so they 
are called exclamatory sentences.
We put an exclamation mark(!) after the interjection or exclamatory 
sentences.

Read these sentences: (Imperative sentences)

1. Don't eat junk food.

2. Look at the painting.

4. Please help me.

These sentences express some command, request, advice or order. They 
are called imperative sentences. These sentences also end with a full stop.
In an imperative sentence, the subject is not mentioned.
It is understood that the speaker is talking to you.
So, in 'Don't eat junk food', the subject 'you' is understood– (you) don't 
eat junk food.

In the same way –

(You) look at the painting.

(You) please help me.

PM
Ps have!have!

ng sudden feeling or emotisudden feeling

) after the interjection ) after the interjection

(Imperative sentences)(Imperative sentences)
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I. Identify the kind of sentences and write S for statement, Q for question, I 
for imperative sentence and E for exclamatory sentence:

1. Be polite. 

2. Girish is a polite student. 

3. Do you have a personal mobile phone?  

 4. What a great invention the mobile phone is! 

5. Mona lives in Noida. 

6. How charming you look in this dress! 

7. Rachit could not go to picnic as he sprained his ankle. 

8. Why did you make such a silly mistake? 

10. An apple a day keeps the doctor away. 

11. What a tragic movie it is! 

12. Sam stopped talking to his friend. 

13. Stop talking. 

14. Can you do me a favour? 

15. Ruchika, well done! 

16. Please do me a favour. 

II. Complete these sentences with correct option and tell the kind of sentence:

Option Kind

1.  a beautiful rainbow! (What/How) Exclamatory

 2. Go to your room and   
down. (stand/sit) 

3. Will you  me your pen? (lend/throw) 

4.  me the salt, please. (Press/Pass) 

PM
P

ned h

ake? ake? 

octor away. tor away. 

s! 

ng to his friend. to his friend. 

o me a favour? o me a favour
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5. I'm arranging my books on  
the .       (chair/shelf)    

6. What a  idea it is!       (wonder/wonderful) 

7. Your shoes are not .    (ready/polished)  

8. Amaan is sleeping in his .  (school/room)   

9.  is the Amarnath Temple?  (Where/When)   

10. Polish your .      (teeth/shoes)   

11. What a wonderful !    (ball/catch)    

12.  off the fan.      (Switch/Close)   

III. Make sentences using the following words:

1. rainbow (exclamatory) 

2. remember (statement) 

3. tomorrow (imperative) 

4. secret (question) 

5. exciting news (exclamatory) 

6. puppet show (statement) 

7. close (imperative) 

8. How many (question) 

9. dictionary (statement) 

10.  please (imperative) 

PM
PPMPPM
PMPPPP

( /( / (ball/catc

  (Switch/

llowing words: words:

y) Mtement) 

PM(imperative) PMon) Pclamat
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Negative SentencesNegative Sentences6

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

The students will learn to frame negative sentences in this unit.

Read these sentences:

1. I am not interested in western music.

 2. They are not ready for test.

 3. Children were not going to the fair.

 4. Sania was not hungry.

5. We shall not buy a diesel car.

6. You can not skate well.

 7. We should not tell lies.

 8. It may not rain today.

The sentences that have 'not' or 'no' in them are called negative 
sentences.
We put 'not' after the helping verb to make the sentence negative.

I. Make these sentences negative:

1. Etika can draw portraits.

2. He is busy today.

3. It was foggy yesterday.

PM
P

P
sic.sic.

o the fair.e fair.

a diesel car.esel car.

ate well.ate well.

not tell lies.not tell lies.

ain today.ain today.

e 'not' oe 'not
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4. This company is reliable.

5. Children were present for their group photo.

6. I am waiting for my turn to speak.

7. Tourists are feeling comfortable in these hotels.

9. I can win this competition.

10. You are paying me enough money.

Now compare these imperative sentences:

II. Change these imperative sentences into negative:

1. Give food to animals in the zoo.

2. Switch off the fan.

3. Eat sweets daily.

PPPPPMMPMPPMM
PPMP

oney.

Mrative sentences:ative sentences:
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4. Stop writing.

5. Close the windows.

6. Open the gate.

7. Tell the answers now.

8. Talk to the receptionist.

Read these sentences carefully (Simple Present and Simple Past)

market.

travellers.

neatly. 

III. Now change these sentences into negative by adding do not/does not/did not 
with root form of the verbs:

1. Dr Kalam belonged to a humble background.

2. She keeps her things carefully.

3. Children make a noise.

PPPPM
PMPMPPMPM
P

PMPM
Psent and Simple sent and Simp
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4. Rashid obeys his elders.

5. Asha sings sweetly.

6. Harsh tells a lie.

7. I go to school regularly.

8. They watched the whole episode of 'Friends'.

9. Cinderella wore a beautiful dress.

10.  We made a model for Science Exhibition.

11. She makes silly mistakes.

12. Many cars create air pollution.

1. She is very weak. She  lift this box. (can/can't)
 2. Last night I  sleep. (don't/didn't)
 3. He always speaks the truth but yesterday he   

tell us the whole incident. (doesn't/didn't)
 4.  disturb me. (Don't/Didn't)
 5. This is a CNG car. It  create that much  

pollution. (don't/doesn't)
 6. Look at the bright sky! It  rain today. (will not/do not)
 7. You  talk loudly in a library. (should/should not)
 8. The sun  set in the north. (do not/does not)

PM
P

nds

PMP
ence Exhibition.Exhibition.

Mmistakes.kes.
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Interrogative  
Sentences

Interrogative  
Sentences

7

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will learn to frame interrogative sentences 
using helping verbs.

Read these sentences:
1. Am I the monitor of the class?
2. Are the peacocks dancing?
3. Is it a rainbow?
4. Was Ritika absent yesterday?
5. Were you out of station last week?
6. Can I sit with you?
7. May I help you?
8. Will you stop talking?
9. Are there too many mistakes in this essay?
10. Am I old enough to drive a car?

All these sentences are questions.
A sentence that asks a question is called an interrogative sentence. We 
put a question mark (?) at the end of interrogative sentences.

Now compare these sentences.
1. Ritu is Is
2. Shivam and Aryan are Are Shivam and Aryan late?
3. I am Am I tired?
4. Boys were Were boys excited?

 5. They will Will they paint the fence?
 6. He can Can he solve this crossword?

PM
Prday?

ion last week?on last week?
u?

ou?ou?
top talking?top talking?

o many mistakes ino many m
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We put the helping verb before the subject to form interrogative 
sentences.

I. Make the following sentences interrogative:
1. My voice is audible in this room.

2. Her purse was expensive.

3. They were at Burj Khalifa in Dubai.

4. I am worried about you.

5. We shall see Prem Mandir in Vrindavan.

6. Viper is a poisonous snake.

7. Pankaj can go to Varanasi by air.

8. It will rain today.

10. I am in favour of car pooling.

11. Some men were raising slogans.

12. You are an honest person.

Tip of  the day

• Just pick up the helping verb and place it before the subject.
• 

PM
PPPVrindavan.Vrindavan.

MPnake.nak Mo Varanasi by air.o Varanasi by air.

PMtoday.today P
P
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Now read these sentences carefully:

1. He reads Does he read

 2. I go Do I go to gym?

 3. Postman delivers Does postman deliver our letters?

 4. They manufacture Do they manufacture wooden 
furniture.  furniture?

 5. She saw Did she see the Red Fort? 

 6. We occupied Did we occupy our seats?

 7. Ishu gave Did Ishu give me a book?

 8. He does Does he do his work?

II. Change these sentences into interrogatives. Place Do/Does/Did in the beginning 
of these sentences and use root form of verbs:

1. She opens the gate.

2. Ravi goes for a walk.

3. Children made sand castles at the beach.

4. The king invited many princes.

5. People throw garbage into the dustbins.

6. I want a video game.

7. Snakes hiss loudly.

8. The lion killed the stag.

PM
PP

Does heDoes he

tives. Place Do/Doetives. Place Do
rm of verbs:rm of verbs:

MPk.
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Parts of SpeechParts of Speech8

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will be introduced to eight parts of speech 
in formal manner as they have already been using them.

Students, read this poem based on parts of speech:

                       PARTS OF SPEECH
Every name is called  a noun,
As tree and mountain, girl and town.

In place of noun the pronoun stands,
As he and she can join their hands.

The adjective describes a person, place or thing,
As golden hair or mighty king.

The verb means action, something done,
To eat and drink, to laugh and run.

How things are done the adverbs tell, 
As nicely, slowly, badly and well.

The preposition shows relation, 
As in the river or at the station.

Conjunctions join, in many ways, 
Sentences, words, or phrase and phrase.

The interjection cries out, “Wow!” or “Hark!”,
It needs an exclamation mark.

These are eight parts of speech your teacher is going to teach.
In English language all the words are divided into eight parts of speech. 
They have different roles in a sentence. Some words can be placed into 
two or more groups.

and

orbut
so

because
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For example: I am drinking water.
Here ‘water’ is used as a noun.

I water my plants daily.
Here ‘water’ is used as a verb.

We shall focus on it in the next classes.

The eight parts of speech are:

1. Noun

2. Pronoun

3. Adjective

4. Verb

5. Adverb

6. Preposition

7. Conjunction

8. Interjection

1. A noun is the name of a person, a place, an animal or a thing. Examples: 
boy, Ram, Bengaluru, rhinoceros, laptop, etc.

2. A pronoun is a word used in place of a noun. Examples: he, she, it, him, 
her, they, them, we, us, etc.

 3. An adjective is a describing word. It tells something more about a noun or 

 4. A verb is an action word. It tells what a person or thing does, what a 
person or thing is or what a person or thing has. Examples: do, eat, sleep, 
run, advise, ask, produce, etc.

 5. An adverb is a word that adds to the meaning of a verb. It tells how, where 
or when an action is done. Examples: happily, here, tomorrow, fast, now, 
then, etc.

6. A preposition is a word which shows the relation between a noun or a 
pronoun and some other words in a sentence. Examples: in, on, under, 
above, behind, at, for, over, etc.
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7. A conjunction is a joining word. It joins words, phrases or sentences. 
Examples: and, or, but, because, if, though, until, etc.

 8. An interjection is a word which expresses some sudden feeling of 
happiness, joy, fear, anger, surprise, etc. Examples: Hurrah, Hello, Alas, 
Bravo, Oh, Wow, etc.

I. Put these words in right envelopes:

here, into, open, wow, river, so, yours, above, him, long, angrily, smart, 
though, table lamp, they, because, newspaper, there, upon, bravo, gather, 

behind, hurrah, sit, pretty, as, Lucknow, alas, loyal, us, greedily, shine

Noun

Conjunction Interjection

Adjective

Verb

Preposition

Pronoun

Adverb

ronou
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Nouns - Common, 
Proper, Collective
Nouns - Common, 
Proper, Collective

9

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise the three kinds of nouns.

Students, you know that nouns are naming words. A noun is the name of 
a person, a place, an animal or a thing.

Read the following sentences:

1. Ram and his cat are playing on the bed in Ram’s 
room. 

Here ‘Ram’ is the name of a person, ‘cat’ is the 
name of an animal, ‘bed’ is the name of a thing 
and ‘room’ is the name of a place.

2. People are waiting for train at the railway station. 

  Here ‘people’ is the name of the group of persons, 
‘train’ is the name of a thing and ‘railway station’ 
is the name of a place.

I. Circle the nouns in the following sentences:

1. Silkworms give us silk.

2. A goldsmith makes ornaments.

3. Akshardham Temple is a very beautiful monument.

4. Aditya plays tennis with Manikya.

5. We shall go to the zoo on Sunday.

6. Daisies and daffodils are blooming in my garden.

7. Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are planets.
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8. The receptionist is answering the phone.

9. The Hindus, the Muslims, the Sikhs and the Christians live peacefully in 
India.

10. Teachers are the guardians of students at school.

You know that common nouns are the names given to persons, places, 
animals, or things of the same kind.
Ex.: men, city, day, festival, book, phone, etc.

Proper nouns are the special names given to the persons, places, things or 
animals. (pets or characters in the story)
Ex.: Kailash Satyarthi, Rohtak, Tuesday, Pongal, The Bible, Blackberry, 
etc.

Read this poem based on the proper nouns:

PROPER NOUNS ARE SPECIAL

Every name or surname is a proper noun,
So put a capital letter down.

Months and days are nice enough,
But capital letters make them big stuff!

States and towns across this land,
Need capital letters to make them grand.

Titles of books are important in every way,
Expect may be words like the, and, and a.

Street names should not be forgotten,
Leaving those out would be just plain rotten!

A capital letter is the way to start,
A proper noun, now aren't you smart!

Capitalletter
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Read these examples of some common and proper nouns:

People : Anna Hazare, Bhagat Singh, R.K.Narayan
Cities and States : Noida, Haryana, Tamil Nadu

 Countries : Nepal, Bhutan, Iraq, South Korea
 River, Seas and Oceans
 Buildings : Parliament House, Victoria Memorial, Sun Temple
 Things : Maggi, Motorola, Surf Excel, Kissan Jam

II. Complete the puzzle of proper nouns with the help of the clues:

1. H D A D  (the capital of Andhra Pradesh)

 2. M M I  (it is also called Bollywood)

 3. F B U Y  (the shortest month of the year)

 4.  R P L C D  (it is our national festival)

 5. A L T C O N  (it is an ocean)

 6.  A I E I W N E R A D    
 (name of a book)

 7.  M H M T S  (we do calculations in this subject)

8. E G D  (name of a country)

 9. V N S  (name of a planet)

 10.  D Y N C A D  (famous hockey player)

 11.  E T R  (a festival of Christians)

 12.  A S B K  (name of a bank)

 13.  I I N E P S   
 (name of a newspaper)

 14.  M Y L M  (the language spoken in Kerala)
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III. Start the proper nouns with capital letters and rewrite these sentences: (Start 
the sentence with capital letter.)

1. my favourite teacher is mrs. meenakshi tyagi.

2. harish, amaan and tanya are participating in drawing competition at delhi 
public school, noida.

4. raksha bandhan is a festival of the hindus.

5. we get summer vacation in june.

6.  kerala is famous for boat race.

7.  tata, maruti, ford and honda are popular car brands.

8. do you know that the bay of bengal, the indian ocean and the arabian sea 
meet at kanyakumari?

9.  assam is famous for tea.

10.  pandit shiv kumar sharma is a famous santoor player from kashmir.

11.  black beauty is a popular book.

12.  manu will see the statue of liberty in new york.
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Students, you are familiar with collective nouns.
A collective noun is the name of a collection of persons, animals or things.
Example: litter, herd, choir, swarm, crowd, mob, army, etc.

IV. Underline the collective nouns:

1. A gang of robbers robbed the bank.

3. The members of the committee met on Friday.

4. He was attacked by a swarm of bees.

5. Would you like to pluck this bunch of grapes?

6. The troupe of dancers gave a marvellous performance.

7. Look at that troop of monkeys!

8. There are eleven players in a cricket team.

9. The farmer was calling his herd of cows.

V. Match the words with collective nouns:

Words  Collective nouns

 1. sticks a. heap

 2. cards/wolves b. mob

 3. angry people c. school

 5. whales e. bundle

 6. rubbish f. choir

 7. lions g. cluster

 8. singers h. pride

 9. chicks i. pack

 10. stars j. shoal
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VI. Look at the pictures and write suitable collective nouns for them:

1. a h   d of elephants

 2. a l     r of puppies

 3. a s     g of pearls

 4. an a   y of soldiers

 5. a f    t of cars/ships

 6. a b   d of musicians

 7. a c    t of drawers

 8. a b   q  
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Countable and  
Uncountable Nouns

Countable and  
Uncountable Nouns

10

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will understand the concept of countable 
and uncountable nouns.

Students, read the following sentences carefully:
 1. Ducks and swans are swimming in water.
 2. The woman added ginger and basil leaves to tea.
 3. She bought bread and butter.

 5. Ishu ate two slices of bread and drank milk.

of bread, a cube of butter and a piece of ginger.

I. Write C for countable nouns and U for uncountable nouns:
1. salt 

3. tooth 
4. sugar 
5. apples 
6. jam 
7. water 
8. bottle of jam 
9. page 
10. paper 

11. gold 
12. golden ring 
13. chair 
14. rice  
15. wood 
16. cake 
17. honey 
18. penguin 
19. money 
20. rupees 
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Uncountable nouns can't be counted. In order to specify the quantity 
of uncountable nouns, we use words like– a little, some, much, a glass 
of, a piece of, a slice of, a pinch of, a heap of, a bottle of, etc.

Tip of  the day

II. Fill in the blanks with suitable uncountable nouns:

1. Please give me a glass of w             . I’m thirsty.

2. I gave the beggar some f             to eat.

3. Cows give us m             .

4. We make c             , c              and b              from the milk.

5. We buy p              from petrol pump.

6. She used so much o              to fry the bread rolls.

7. Sheep give us w             .

8. There is a little i              in the inkpot.

9. Look at these blades of green g             .

10.  We bought a kilo of r              for making biryani.

11. Add a pinch of s              to the soup.

 12.  We need w              to make furniture.

 13. C             , s             , i              and bricks are the main raw materials for 
making a house.

 14. Give him a cake of s              for washing hands.

 15. Save p              to save trees.

Word Bank

cream, petrol, rice, cement, iron, milk, sand, wool, salt, water, wood, butter,  
soap, ink, food, curd, oil, paper, grass
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I don’t know the rules of English grammar,
It makes me confused, it sucks my power.

Let’s starts with a box, its plural is boxes,
Then why isn’t the plural of ox called oxes?

If the plural of man is always called men,
Then shouldn’t the plural of pan be called pen?

mouse or a nest full of mice,
But the plural of house is still not called hice.

If one is a tooth and the whole set is teeth,
Why shouldn’t the plural of booth be called beeth?

So plurals in English, I think you will agree,
Are indeed very confusing and very very tricky.

Students, read this funny poem about singular and plural nouns:

           CONFUSION, CONFUSION

Nouns - NumberNouns - Number11

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise how to change nouns from 
singular to plural.

It was just for fun as you know the rules of forming plurals. Is there any 
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1. To form plural of most nouns, we add –s to the singular noun:

Singular Plural Singular Plural

arrow arrows horse horses

bird birds kite kites

cake cakes lion lions

ear  ears ship ships

 girl girls word words

2. Nouns which end with -s, -ss, -sh, -ch and –x form their plurals by adding –es:

Singular Plural Singular Plural

bus buses dish dishes

bunch bunches wish wishes

church churches class classes

box boxes fox foxes

3. Most of the nouns that end in consonant+o, need –es to form plurals:

Singular Plural Singular Plural

hero heroes zero zeroes

buffalo buffaloes mango mangoes

mosquito mosquitoes tomato tomatoes

4. The nouns that end in –f or –fe , replace –f or –fe and use –ves to form plurals:

Singular Plural Singular Plural

calf calves knife knives

loaf loaves life lives

leaf leaves wife wives

half halves thief thieves

As we have just talked about the confusion, there are some exceptions 
to this rule. Ex.: Photo-photos, piano-pianos
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scarf - scarfs/scarves 

hoof - hoofs/hooves 

dwarf - dwarfs/dwarves

5. Consonant+y removes y and adds -ies:

Singular Plural Singular Plural

city cities candy candies

diary diaries story stories

family families duty duties

6. Vowel+y adds -s:

Singular Plural Singular Plural

ray rays storey storeys

boy boys valley valleys

key keys monkey monkeys

7. Some words don't follow such rules:

Singular Plural Singular Plural

man men foot feet

woman women louse lice

child children mouse mice

ox oxen tooth teeth

There are some exceptions to this rule. Ex.: chief-chiefs, proof-
proofs, roof-roofs. We can also say:
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I. Write the plurals of these words:

1. ray  2. roof 

4. dwarf  5. diary  6. class 

7. thief  8. bunch  9. family 

II. Write the singulars of these words:

1. mice  2. cherries  3. storeys 

4. wives  5. dishes  6. proofs  

 7. scarves  8. puppies  9. calves 

1. I saw a gaggle of . (goose/geese)
 2. A pack of  attacked the cows. (wolf/wolves)
 3. My  is a gift from my friend. (watch/watches)
 4. Did you see those  chasing the robber?  

  (policeman/policemen)
 5.  prepared  innovative models. (Childs/Children)
 6. Who is not fond of ? (pastrys/pastries)
 7. Have you brushed your ? (tooth/teeth)
 8. These  are blunt. (knife/knives)
 9. The  have magical powers. (elf/elves)
 10.  Where is your ? (scarf/scarves)

IV. Fill in the blanks with plurals of the given words:

1. Some  (woman) love . (ornament)

2. We learn from the  (life) of great  . (man)

 3. Buy some  (loaf) of bread and boil some  . 
(potato)

 4. I pasted all the  (photo) in two  . (album)

 5. Have you seen the  of Goa? (church)

 6. Please wash your  (hand) and  . (foot)

 7. Hindus worship many  (god) and   (goddess)
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8. Many  (language) are spoken in our country.

 9. I have many . (dictionary)

 10. The  (pony) were climbing hills.

V. Rewrite the following sentences changing the underlined nouns into plural 
nouns: 

1. The tiger killed the stag.

2. The watchman caught the thief.

3. They awarded the hero and heroine of the .

4. The nurse looked after the new born baby.

5. Leaf fell off the tree.PPM
PPMP
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Nouns - GenderNouns - Gender12

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise masculine and feminine gender. 
They will also be introduced to common and neuter gender:

Students, read the following sentences carefully:

1. An ox pulled the cart.

2. The queen wore a beautiful crown.

3. Dr Gagan Arora and Dr Sweena Arora are renowned doctors.

4. Sneha and Paras are intelligent students.

gender.
In sentence 3, 'Dr Gagan Arora' is the name of a male and 'Dr Sweena 

them.
In sentence 4, 'Sneha' is the name of a female and 'Paras' is the name 

You already know that a noun that denotes a male is said to be of the 
masculine gender. Ex.: man, lion, hero, etc.
A noun that donates a female is said to be of the feminine gender. Ex.: 
woman, lioness, heroine, etc.
There are many words which are used for non-living things. A noun that 
denotes a non-living thing is said to be of neuter gender. Ex.: table, pen, 
tree, etc.
There are many words which can be used for both males and females. 
Such words are said to be of common gender. Ex.: student, teacher, 
artist, friend, etc.
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I. Sort out the words and put them in the right treasure box:

queen, doctor, athlete, milkman, neighbour, box, bride, headmaster,  
paper, king, empress, barber

Masculine Gender

Common Gender

Feminine Gender

Neuter Gender

II. Underline the nouns and write their gender:
1. My nephew is an artist.   __________________

 2. The lioness attacked the mare.  __________________
 3. Dogs live in kennels.    __________________
 4. The vixen hid behind the bush.  __________________
 5. We respect our parents.   __________________

 7. She is a famous author.   __________________
 8. Our landlady gave us her own furniture to use. __________________

PM
PNN
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III. Match the words of opposite gender:

Masculine Feminine

2. wizard b. doe
 3. monk c. niece
 4. fox d. duchess
 5. drone e. hind
 6. buck f. widow
 7. nephew g. witch
 8. waiter h. bee
 9. colt i. waitress
 10. step father j. nun
 11. duke k. vixen
 12. widower l. step mother  

IV. Change the gender of the underlined words and rewrite the sentences:
1. He was a great emperor.

2. The monks were praying.

3. My niece is a saleswoman.

4. That boy has topped in the exam.

5. The king and the prince rode on horses.

6. Madam, please allow my uncle to attend my parent-teacher meeting.

7. The waiter was serving tea to the gentleman.

8. Their son is a poet.

Tip of  the day

Most of the nouns denoting 
professions are said to 
be of common gender, for 
example- author, captain, 
player, chef, dancer, editor, 
politician, principal, writer, 
etc.PM
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VerbsVerbs13

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise verbs and learn about its 
different forms.

Students, you know that verbs are doing words. Verbs also tell what a 
person, animal or thing is. Verbs also tell what a person, animal or thing 
has or possess.
A verb may be made up of only one word or it may be made up of two or 
more words.

Read these examples:

1. Monkeys are naughty animals. (being)

 2. Monkeys have long tails. (possession)

 3. Monkeys are snatching fruits from the passers by. (action)

 4. The fairy was beautiful. (one word verb)

5. The fairy was helping a child. (two words verb)

6. The fairy would be helping the child because of her kind nature. (three 
word verb)

I. Read the sentences and write whether the underlined words show being (B), 
possession (P) or action (A):

1. I am grateful to Sh. D.R. Patel. 

2. They have some photos of your childhood. 

3. All the students clapped for their friends. 

4. Shreya can sing well. 

5. She is a famous singer. 

B
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Once Emperor Akbar dreamt that he had lost all his teeth except one. The next 
morning, he invited his royal astrologer and other astrologers of his kingdom 

to interpret the dream. All the astrologers discussed and interpreted that 
all the relatives of the emperor would die before him. Akbar became very 

upset. He sent the astrologer without any fee or reward. Later he told 
all these things to Birbal and asked him to interpret it. After thinking 

for some time, Birbal replied that emperor would live longer and 
lead more successful life than any of his relatives. Akbar 

rewarded him.

6. She has a melodious voice. 

7. We are going to the cafeteria. 

8. It is rather windy today. 

9. They were waiting for an auto-rickshaw. 

10. I have a jig saw. 

II. Read the story given below and underline all the verbs in it. Learn it later for  
Story Telling Activity. 
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III. Fill in the blanks with do/does/did:

1. The farmers  a lot of physical work everyday.

 2. She  her work before she went to market.

 3. I  yoga every morning.

 4. The clown  some funny acts in the circus last night.

 5. They generally  the shopping on weekends.

 6. Manu always  every work sincerely.

 7. Diksha usually  her task neatly but last night she   
her work in a hurry, so it was messy.

 8. My mother  breathing exercises daily in the morning.

IV. Fill in the blanks with is/am/are/was/were:

1. We  on leave these days.

 2. Hello! I  Mahima.

 3. When I  a toddler, I looked very cute.

 4. Children,  you ready for the show?

 5. The wicked queen  proud of her beauty.

 6. Mr Narendra Modi  the present Prime Minister of India.

 7. Dr Rajendra Prasad 

 8. There  a famous mall in our area.

 9. There  many monuments in Delhi.

 10. Last night, he  busy in some meeting.

 11. Ravi, why  you late today?  
You  late even yesterday.

 12. She  temperamental.

 13. Krishna and Sudama  childhood friends.

 14. Sangam and Geeta  my best friends.

 15. Why  he upset today?
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V. Fill in the blanks with has/have/had:

1. Squirrels  bushy tails.

 2. Aladdin  a magic lamp.

 3. Giraffes  a very long neck.

 4. A leopard  black spots on its brownish  
yellow coat.

 5. Dinosaurs  a very large and terrifying body.

 6.  I  a headache. Please let me take rest.

 7. Gulshan  an elder brother.

 8. You  two passes for the fair. Please give me one.

 9. Last week, we  a great time at Disneyland.

 10. Peter  a friendly dog named Google.

 11. This book  a thick cover.

 12. Flowers  refreshing smell.

 13. Shrek  green skin as he was an ogre.

 14. I  a remote controlled car when I was  
in Class III.

 15. Ruchi is soft spoken so she  many friends.

 16. You  a lot of home work to complete.  
Don’t play now.
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Simple  
Present Tense

Simple  
Present Tense

14

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will learn about three tenses and revise 
simple present tense. They will also learn to form negative and 
interrogative sentences in this tense.

Students, the tense of a verb tells us the time of an action or event. There 
are three tenses:
1. Present tense (now) 2. Past tense (yesterday)   3. Future tense (tomorrow)

Read the following examples:
1. Ritu studies  with me. (present)

 2. Ritu studied with me in previous class. (past)
 3. Ritu will study with me in next class as well. (future)
 4. I meet my friends daily. (present)
 5. I met my friends yesterday. (past)
 6. I shall meet my friends on Sunday. (future)
Observe the following table:

Simple Present tense Simple Past tense Simple Future tense
 buy/buys bought will/shall buy
 catch/catches caught will/shall catch
 do/does did will/shall do
 give/gives gave will/shall give
 sing/sings sang will/shall sing
 sleep/sleeps slept will/shall sleep
 teach/teaches taught will/shall teach
 think/thinks thought will/shall think
 weep/weeps wept will/shall weep
 work/works worked will/shall work

Pme of an actiome of an act
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I. Underline the verbs and tell the tense of these sentences:

1. The clever fox thought of a plan. 

2. We shall go to the Essel World next month. 

3. I go to bed early at night. 

4. She jumped off the bed and ran outside. 

5. Tomorrow my uncle will pick me up from school. 

6. My sister wraps all the gifts. 

7. They will certainly help you. 

8. Our team bagged four prizes. 

9. He chats on the Internet the whole day. 

10. The patient groaned in the morning. 

Present tense is further divide into four parts:
1. Simple Present tense
2. Present Continuous tense
3. Present Perfect tense
4. Present Perfect Continuous tense

Now we shall discuss Simple Present tense.

• It is used to show the facts or things that are generally true.
Examples: The sun gives us light and heat.

   It rains heavily in Kerala.

• It is also used to show regular or repeated actions.

 Examples: I like raw banana chips.

   My mother gets up at 5 a.m. daily.

   He feeds the pigeons regularly.

   We follow

You know that we use the root form of verb with plural subjects and I, 
we, you, they. We add –s/es to the verb when we have singular subjects 
and he, she, it.
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II. Fill in the blanks with right form of the verbs in simple present tense:
1. She goes for  a walk after dinner. (go)

 2. Students  quiet when the teacher explains the chapter. (keep)
 3. Birds  eggs in their nests. (lay)
 4. The clock  time. (show)
 5. I  my hands with a soap. (wash)    
 6. A porter  our luggage at a railway station. (carry)
 7. Spiders  webs. (spin)
 8. The cool breeze  softly. (blow)

III. Complete this passage about Kangaroos:

The kangaroo  (live) in Australia. It is very 
tall. Its front legs  (be) very short. It 
(use) them to hold things. It  (make) long leaps 
by using its hind legs. Its tail  (be) long, thick 
and strong. Mother kangaroo  (keep) its baby in 
a pocket on its belly. It  (like) to eat grass and 
leaves. It  (not eat) meat.

IV. We celebrate Independence Day every year. Describe how you celebrate it at 
school in simple present tense:

Word bank

delivers a speech, children perform on stage, fancy dress show  
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in the simple presente tense. 

Read these examples:
1. He does not study seriously.

 2. They do not work hard.
 3. I do not like tea.
 4. She does not read the newspaper daily.

V. Make these sentences negative. One has been done for you:
1. I like peeling pomegranates.

I don’t like peeling pomegranates.
2.  He revises the chapters thoroughly.

3. She goes to school by car.

5. My mother teaches in this school.

6. The player hits the ball very hard.

7. You cook delicious food.

8. They like sweet corn soup.

interrogativev in the simple present tense. 

Read these examples:
1. Does he study seriously?
2. Do they work hard?
3. Do I like tea?
4. Does she read the newspaper daily?

PPPMPM
PPMPMs school.hes iinn this

PMard.r hits the baalll vPfouuss foP
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VI. Make the sentences interrogative. One has been done for you:
1. She uses fresh vegetables for making soup.

Does she use fresh vegetables for making soup?
2. He repairs computers and laptops.

3. Sarthak prepares for Science Olympiad.

4. This book costs `250.

5. Snow falls heavily in Kashmir.

6. Your dog bites the strangers.

7. We spend our holidays in a village.

8. The students present a street play.

VII. Spot the errors:

1. Shopkeepers sells various items. 

2. They does not celebrate Easter. 

3. He does not gets up early in the morning. 

4. Riya make fun of people. 

6. Does your parents drop you to school? 

7. I don’t knows him. 

8. Do we watches news? 

9. We helps the poor. 

10 You do not knocks at the door. 

PPMPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPM
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PronounsPronouns15

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise subject and object pronouns and 
learn possessive pronouns.

Students, you have studied that pronouns are the words used in place 
of nouns. 

Read these sentences:

1. This is Jane. Jane is a smart girl. I like Jane.

  This is Jane. She is a smart girl. I like her.

 2. These are orchids. Orchids orchids.

  These are orchids. They them.

 3. Mr Gupta is a doctor. Mr Gupta treats patients. 
We admire Mr Gupta.

  Mr Gupta is a doctor. He treats patients.  
We admire him.

In these sentences She, They and He are subject pronouns and her, them 
and him are object pronouns.
We also use pronouns to show that a thing belongs to someone. Such 
pronouns are called possessive pronouns.
For example: mine, yours, ours, hers, etc.
Ex.: This book is mine. That dress is yours.
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Observe this table carefully: 

Personal Pronoun
Person Subject pronoun Object pronoun Possessive pronoun

First person
(singular) I

(plural) we

me

us

mine

ours

Second person (both singular and 
plural) you you yours

Third person

(singular) he

(singular) she

(singular) it

(plural) they

him

her

it

them

his

hers

its

theirs

Now you know that:
• A pronoun is a word used in place of a noun.
• A subject pronoun is used as a subject in a sentence.
• An object pronoun is used as an object in a sentence.
• A possessive pronoun is used to show possession.

I. Underline the pronouns and tell whether they are subject, object or possesive 
pronouns:

1. This chair is mine. 

mine  —  possessive pronoun 

 2. We do not eat too many sweets. 

3. The sun is a star. It gives us heat and light. 

4. Don’t give this toy to him. It is ours. 

5. Mummy and I went for shopping. We bought clothes for you.

PPMPPPM
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6. That car is theirs.

7. We told them about the plan of yours. 

8. Is that bag mine?

9. He is a rich man. That hotel is his.

10. I brought this gift for you.

II. Use pronouns in place of the underlined words and rewrite these sentences:
1. Meet Sagar. Sagar is a singer. I’m a fan of Sagar.

2. This is my cousin, Monika. Monika is an athlete. All these medals and 
trophies are Monika’s. We are proud of Monika.

3. These are bananas. Bananas are good for health. I eat bananas daily.

4. Don’t tease my dog. My dog may bite you. Don’t blame my dog later.

5. Rishu and I are friends. Rishu and I play chess very well. No one can 
beat Rishu and I in chess.

6. My uncle has just bought a new car. That car is my uncle’s.

PM
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III. Fill in the blanks with suitable personal pronouns and complete the story:

A CLEVER CAP SELLER

Once a cap seller was going to a village to sell caps.  was tired so 
 sat down under a tree to take rest. Soon  was 

fast asleep. Some monkeys lived in that tree.  got down, opened 
his bag and saw the caps.  put on the caps on their head and 

climbed back on the tree. When the cap seller woke up,  found 
his bag empty. He checked  again but not a single cap was 

in . Just then  saw the monkeys wearing 
his caps. The monkeys teased . Then  got 

an idea.  took off his cap and threw  
towards . The monkeys also imitated the man and 

threw their caps towards  .  The cap seller 
quickly collected  and went away. 
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IV. Complete this conversation by using suitable pronouns:

1. A:  is your coat, isn’t it?

  B: Yes,  is . My mom had purchased   
  for .

 2. A:  like to eat pao bhaji. Do  like    
 ?

  B: No,  is so oily.  love dhoklas. My   
 mom makes soft and yummy dhoklas.  just gobble   
  up.

 3. A: Did  go to stadium to watch the match?

  B: No,  could not go because we had some guests.   
  had to stay with .

 4. A: Which of these books is ?

  B: That red book is .

 5. A:  is riding my bicycle.  gave    
  to .

  B: Oh,   thought it is hers.

 6. A: Papa, would  drop  to the school?  
  am late today.

  B: Dear,  
 can drop  at the bus stop.

 7. A: Hey, could  lend  your dress?    
  have to attend a party.

  B: Yes, of course. Tell  which one    
 would like to wear.

 8. A: If  want to stay with , you must   
 abide by the rules set by my mother.

  B:  will follow whatever  says.    
  respect  as my own mother.
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AdjectivesAdjectives16

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise the use of adjectives. They will 
also learn possessive adjectives.

Students, you have studied that adjectives are describing words. 
Adjectives tell us what kind of, how many, what colour, etc., any person, 
place, animal or thing is.

Read the following sentences:

Hi! I’m Manu. I would like to tell you about my granny. 
Her name is Mrs Kaamini Mishra. She is about sixty years 
old. She is fat but quite active. She has long curly hair. She 
cooks tasty food. She likes honest people. She watches funny 
serials. She reads religious books. Her favourite colour is 
yellow. She tells me interesting anecdotes of my father’s 
childhood. She always gives me right suggestions. She is 
my close friend. I wish for her long and healthy life.

I. Now give description of your grandfather using adjectives in maximum 
sentences:

Word bank
slim, tall, grey hair, friendly, truthful, humble, energetic, sensitive,  

loving, caring, respectable
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II. Circle the odd one out: (you need to consult the dictionary)

1. happy, amused, elated, ecstatic, depressed

2. sad, dejected, anxious, gloomy, depressed

3. angry, delighted, outraged, furious, infuriated

4. kind, considerate, variety, thoughtful, solicitous

III. Underline the adjectives in this poem:

Naughty Sam has a crazy robot,
which is funnier than Sam.

It wears a golden jacket,
And likes to eat red jam.

Its eyes are small and beady,

It solves tough sums in a few seconds,
It helps Sam in homework on every weekend.

Sam feels lucky to have such toy,
When they are busy together, there’s only joy.

                                                                                                       -Rakhi Jha

PPPPMPPPPM
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IV. Write any two nouns which can use these adjectives:

1. shy :  
2. sweet :  
3. sour :  
4. large :  
5. tiny :  
6. modern :  
7. old :  
8. clean :  

You are now familiar with possessive pronouns. There are possessive adjectives too. 
Read this table:

subject pronouns possessive pronouns possessive adjectives

I
we
he
she
it

they
you

mine
ours
his

hers
its

theirs
yours

my
our
his
her
its

their
your

Now read these sentences:

1. This is my idea.

2. Vinay is her brother.

3. We follow our customs and rituals.

4. They clean their home themselves.

V. Fill in the blanks with possessive adjective form of the given subject pronouns:
1. What is  name? (you)

 promise? (they)
 3. Is that Tanya’s book? No, it is  book. (I)
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4. This is  home. (we)
 5. Riyaz says that these are  shoes. (he)
 6. Look at my parrot. It is in  cage. (it)
 7. She gave me  puppy for a day. (she)
 8. Where is  home? (you)
 9. He has two cousins.  names are Joy and Jitu. (They)
 10. They have a pet dog.  breed is special. (It)
 11. India is  motherland. (we)
 12. She is playing with  friends. (she)

VI. Find the antonyms of given adjectives from the grid and write them in the 
space provided:

A M C S U P E P A S I
B I A W K W A R D P N
E L D I D E A O G E N
F D G F R O G U F C O
S U I T I O D D C I C
T I M I D O C B E A E
R C O A L T R D E L N
I E G O A T U L A S T
C O B A R R E N I C E
T I M E G G L I O N S
C O A R S E E P O O R

1. kind 
2. graceful 

4. humble 
5. smooth 
6. fertile 
7. guilty 

 8. ordinary 
 9. bold 
 10. lenient 
 11. slow 
 12. even 
 13. severe 
 14. wealthy 
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Degrees of  
Comparison
Degrees of  

Comparison
17

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will learn how to form comparative and 
superlative degree of adjectives and revise how to use them in 
sentences.

Read this poem based on degrees of comparison:

CUTEST AND SWEETEST 

This puppy is cute.
These kittens are cuter.

But my little sister is the cutest of all.

These lemons are big.
Those oranges are bigger.

But these water melons are the biggest of all.

These apples are crunchy.
Fresh carrots are crunchier.

But these potato wafers are the crunchiest of all.

Lime water is good.
Apple juice is better,

But homemade almond milkshake is the best of all.

Sugar is really sweet.
Honey is even sweeter.

But my mom’s smile is the sweetest of all.

                                                                      -Rakhi Jha
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There are three degrees of comparison:

1. Positive degree (examples: cute, big, crunchy, good, sweet)

2. Comparative degree (examples: cuter, bigger, crunchier, better, sweeter)

3. Superlative degree (examples: cutest, biggest, crunchiest, best, sweetest)

In positive degree, there is no comparison. We also use positive degree 
when we want to say that people or things are equal in some way.
Examples: (i) You are a cheerful girl.
  (ii) She is an industrious student.

busy as a bee.
  (iv) He is as brave as a lion.

In comparative degree, we compare two persons or things.
Examples: (i) A mule is stronger than a donkey.
  (ii) Gold is more expensive than silver.
  (iii) A car is faster than a rickshaw.

In superlative degree, we compare more than two persons or things.
Examples: (i) He is the tallest boy in my class.
  (ii) Mt Everest is the highest peak in the world.
  (iii) The Nile is the longest river in Africa.

Tip of  the day

• 
• 
• 

main word.

main word.

Did you notice the underlined words? All of these are degrees of 
comparison. We use adjectives to describe some person or thing. We 
use them to compare persons or things also. 
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Formation of the Degrees of Comparison
I. Complete the table:

Positive Comparative Superlative

A. Most words add -er and -est:
1. fair  fairest
2. sweet  
3. cheap cheaper 
4. fast  fastest

B. Words ending in -e, add -r and -st only:
5. large  largest
6. wide  
7. pure purer 
8. brave  

C. Words ending in consonant+y, replace  and add -ier, -iest:
9. easy  
10. happy happier 
11. costly  
12. ugly  ugliest
D.    Small words with the single consonant at the end, double the last  

consonant then add -er and -est:
13. hot  
14. big bigger 
15. thin  
16. red  reddest

E. Big words use more and most:
17. honest  
18. beautiful more beautiful 

 
20. useful  
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F.    Some words don't follow any such rule:

21. good  best
22. bad worse 
23. little  least
24. much/many more 

II. Fill in the blanks with the suitable degree of given adjectives. First one has 
been done for you:
1. I had a bad (bad) cold yesterday. Today I am feeling much better (good) 

but it was worse (bad) yesterday.
 2. Bikes are  than cars as they don’t create so much 

pollution. (good)
 3. Terrorism is the  problem of the world. (serious)

4. This restaurant serves  food. (good)
5. He runs fast. I can’t run as  as him. (fast)
6. He runs fast but I can run  than him. (fast)

 7. He runs fast but I am the  runner in our group. (fast)
 8. Today is the  day of the year. (hot)

9. You have made a  achievement. (remarkable)
10. Mr Ambani is the  person in India. (wealthy)
11. Pooja and Intesh are  than you. (young)

 12. Rajat is talkative but Ashwini is even  than Rajat. (talkative)
 13. It is  to do your homework before watching television. (good)
 14. He knows  about sports than me. (much)
 15. People wear  (smart) and  (trendy) 

dresses in metro cities.
 16. I prefer to have a  cup of milk. (small)
 17. This is an  building. (enormous)
 18. The sky is covered with  (dark) clouds. Look 

there, the clouds are getting  .(dark)
 19. It is a  and sunny day. (bright)
 20. This wall is in the  condition. Get it repaired. (bad)
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III.   Look at the pictures and answer the questions:

1.

2.

(i) Which of these is cheaper - black coat or red coat?

(ii) Which of these is the cheapest coat?

(iii) Which of these is the costliest coat?

IV. Correct the underlined words:

1. The streets in our area are narrower. 

2. The Rajdhani Express is fastest than the Magadh Express. 

3. Nishtha has a sweetest voice. 

4. He is really the lazier boy in your group. 

5. This question is easiest than the previous one. 

6. He is an more honest politician. 

7. Please give me a sharpest knife. 

8. The Qutab Minar is an older monument.   

Jasmine

`3000

Rose

`2500

Dahlia

`5000
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Simple Past TenseSimple Past Tense18

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise simple past tense and learn to 
frame negative and interrogative sentences in simple past tense.

Students, you are already familiar with the use of simple past tense.  
We use the simple past tense to express actions which took place in  
the past.

Read these sentences carefully:
Deepti and Chaitali went to Dubai.
They saw many amazing places.
They purchased gifts for their friends.
They did not stay there for long.
They did not like the food served there.
Did they tell you about their experience?
Did Deepti give you any souvenir from Dubai?

• We use past form of verb in assertive sentences.
• 
• 

 interrogative sentences.

Ex.: close - closed live - lived
ask - asked look - looked

their form.

Ex.: grab - grabbed slam - slammed
rub - rubbed pin - pinned
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Ex.: cry - cried fry - fried
try - tried carry - carried
worry - worried hurry - hurried

Ex.: come - came sell - sold
go - went take - took
eat - ate write - wrote
keep - kept tell - told
buy - bought see - saw

bring - brought feel - felt
teach - taught think - thought

Ex.: cut - cut read - read
   put - put spread - spread
   hurt - hurt shut - shut
   hit - hit set - set

PRESENCE OF MIND

Jack and John  (go) to a forest. 
There they  (see) a den. John 

 (try) to enter the den but Jack 
 (stop) him. They 

(run) away when they  (hear) 
the roar of a lion. Both of them 
(climb) a tree. John  (be) careless 
so he  (fall) from the tree. Just 
then a fox  (come) there. Jack 

 (use) his presence of mind 
and  (play) an audio of lion’s 
roar in his cell phone. The fox 
(become) afraid and  (run) 
away. Jack  (save) John’s life.
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II.    Rewrite the sentences changing the verb into simple past form:
1. The guard hears a strange noise.

2. The vase falls off the table and breaks into pieces.

3. The judges appreciate the theme song presented by us. 

4. I discard my old clothes.

5. Astha goes to Yamuna Sports Complex for swimming.

7. The baby cries loudly.

8. We know the right answers.

9. Children read story books in free period.

10. You close the door.

Tip of  the day

Subject may be singular or plural, we use past form of verb in assertive 
sentences, did not and root form of verb in negative sentences and Did 
before subject and again root form in interrogative sentences.

III. Make these sentences negative. One has been done for you:

 1. The trains arrived the station on time.

  The trains did not arrive the station on time.
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2. The passengers rushed to the train.

3. I saw tulips, orchids and chrysanthemums in the garden.

4. We felt terrible for our mistake.

5. They watched the parade and tableaux at Rajpath.

6. You understood the topics quickly.

7. Kids ran towards the cotton candy seller.

8. He carried a heavy bag.

9. Sam saw the movie ‘Problem Child’.

10. Sneha thanked her friend for the gift.

IV. Make these sentences interrogative. One has been done for you:

1. We went to see Mehtab Bagh at Agra.

Did we go to see Mehtab Bagh at Agra?

2. Many tourists visited India last year.

4. You bought a new laptop.

PPMM
PPndy seller
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5. The boys lost their way.

6. My sister attended a party.

7. I ate a bowl of oats and one banana.

8. Mrs Anita taught us English.

9. She found a gold coin in the cave.

10. They played Holi with natural colours.

V. Describe how you spent your autumn break in simple past tense.

PMM
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ArticlesArticles19

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise the use of articles and also learn 
where articles are not required.

Students, you know that a, an and the are articles. 'A' and 'an' do 
not refer to particular person, place, animal or thing. They are called 

The articles which point out some particular person, place, animal or 

plural; countable and uncountable nouns (in particular cases).

‘An’ is used before words that begin with vowels (a, e, i, o, u). They must have a 
vowel sound too.

Examples:

an alligator an ox an eagle

 an igloo an umbrella an ass
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‘A’ is used before words that begin with consonants. They must have a consonant 
sound too.

Examples:

a parrot a zebra a chair

We also say a unicorn, a useful thing and a one-rupee coin because 
these words have consonant sound.

I. Put a or an before these words:

1.  ring

 2.  expensive ring

 3.  egg

 4.  golden egg

 5.  easy question

 6.  tough question

 7.  hammer

 8.  blazer

 9.  friend

 10.  bucket

 11. __________ empty bucket

 12. __________ vulture

 14. __________ orchid stick

 15. __________ one-rupee note

 16. __________ arm chair

We also say an hour and an honest man
these words and they begin with a vowel sound.

PM
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II. Fill in the blanks with a or an:

1.  parasol is quite like  umbrella.

 2. Muskan has  pet dog, Google. She bought  egg 
and made  omelette for the dog.

 3. I brought  pair of socks and  black coat.

 4. He saw  one-eyed man selling handicrafts items to 
American tourist.

5.  elegant woman is sitting over there.

 6. She is  astronaut.

 7.  unicorn is  imaginary creature.

 8. Shrek was  ogre but he had __________ kind nature.

 9. I need  blue sketch pen. Please give me yours.

 10. French is  easy language.

• 
 Examples: He has a parrot. The parrot can sing bhajans.
   I ate an apple. The apple was crunchy.

• 
 Examples: Look at the board.
   Bring me the uniform from the cupboard.

• 
 holy books, famous buildings, heavenly bodies, superlative degree, etc.
 Examples: The
   The Sahara is a desert.
   The Statue of Liberty is in New York.
   The Earth is a planet.
   He is the tallest boy in our class.

III. Fill in the blanks with a/an/the:

1. I have bought  new pair of jeans.

 2. Have you worn  pair of jeans that I brought for you?

 3. I have to make  phone call.

 4. Give me  phone.
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5. There is  new student in my class.

 6. Please switch off  fan.

 7.  Times of India is  popular newspaper.

 8.  engineer designs bridges and roads.

 9. It is  untidy room.

 10. 

 11. I read  story about  unicorn,  ogre and 
 fairy.  story was awesome.

 12. We are going for  one-week trip to Chennai.

 13. Rachna wrote  poem yesterday. She posted it on 
facebook.  poem got hundreds of likes.

 14. Who is  most famous leader in  world?

 15. Harsh is  headboy of our school.

 16. I have never seen  alien.

The Delhi; the Kapil Dev

the water is a natural resource.
the gold is a precious metal.

IV. Fill in the blanks with a, an or the. Put a X where articles are not required:

1. I live in  India.

 2. We can’t live without  food.

 3. The camel is  useful animal.

 4.  Prime Minister hoisted 

 5.  cake baked by my mom is delicious.

 6.  Mount Everest is  highest mountain peak in 
 world.
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7.  Indus,  Ganges and  Brahmaputra 
rivers arise in  Himalayas.

 8. Bears like  honey.

 9.  wood is used to make furniture.

 10.  wood used to make this furniture is imported.

 11. Please give me  sugar.

 12. We spent  hour in  shop.

 13.  Rajasthan is  beautiful state. It is famous for 
 forts. Have you seen  Amer Fort?

 14. Would you like to have  dosa? No, I want  noodles. 
 dosa served here is not tasty.

 15. He is  travel agent. He is expecting  important 
client today.  client is from  France.

PM
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PrepositionsPrepositions20

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will learn the use of some more prepositions.

Students, look at the pictures carefully:

‘In’ and ‘On’ denote a particular position. 

‘Into’, ‘upon’ and ‘out of’ imply movement.

in:   ; into:                     ; out of: 

on:   ; upon:   ; under:  

on

in front of

in

under

around

into

behind

near/next to

over

between

through

above

PPPPPPPPM
PMMMMMMMMMMPMMPMMPMMPMPMPMM
PMPMPPPP
PPPPMPMPMMPMPPPMPMMMMMderder

aroundarou

behindbehind
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Read the sentences carefully:

1. The rat is in the trap.

2. The rat came into the trap.

3. The rat came out of the trap.

So, you can see that a preposition can change the meaning of a sentence.

A preposition is a word that shows the relationship between a noun or 
pronoun and other words in a sentence.
Examples: in, on, at, for, to, with, under, over, between, among, near, 
behind, above, etc.

Prepositions generally come before a noun in a sentence.
Ex.: Ram is sitting between Tanya and Gurdeep Singh.
 Ram is sitting among his friends.

I. Circle the prepositions in this paragraph:

The National Anthem of India was originally composed in Bengali by Rabindra 
Nath Tagore. Its Hindi version was adopted by the Constituent Assembly as the 

1911 at the Calcutta session of the Indian National Congress. The complete song 

morning assembly at school.

II. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions:

1. The Taj Mahal is the pinnacle  Mughal   
  architecture. It was built  the Mughal   
  emperor, Shah Jahan  memory 
   his queen, Mumtaz Mahal. It is situated 
   Agra.

2. Mahatma Gandhi was born  Porbandar 
   Gujarat  2 October, 1869. 
  He was the youngest  four children. His 
  father was the Diwan  the state 
   Porbandar.
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III. Circle the correct prepositions:
1. They have parked the car at/behind the house.
2. He went up/on the stairs.
3. We are sitting in/into the room.
4. She came in/into the room.
5. The cat jumped on/upon the table.
6. We sat at/on the table for lunch.
7. Hard work is the key to/from success.
8. He prefers tea for/to coffee.

IV. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions:

1. I wake up early  the morning and sleep late  night.
 2. We should act according  rules.
 3. She belongs  a decent family.
 4. The child is afraid  darkness.
 5. The rider fell  the horse.
 6. Take the money  your pocket.
 7. I’m proud  my country.
 8. She is angry  me.
 9. He stayed  his village  holidays.
 10. She has been studying here  2010.
 11. The thief jumped  the well.
 12. What is the time  your watch?

 out of, of, in, to, at, to, of, at, off, during, with, by, into, since

Tip of  the day

• At, in, on, during, before, after, by, since, for, until are some important 
prepositions of time.
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Ex.: We go to school at 8 a.m. and come back home at 2.30 p.m.
We live at Kamla Nagar in Delhi.

‘In’ is used for a period of time, months, years and seasons.

Ex.: He was born in 1991 at Gaya in Bihar.
We get winter break in January.

‘On’ is used with days and dates.

Ex.: She was busy on Monday.
 Nehruji was born on 14th November in 1889.

V. Circle the prepositions and observe their use:

1. He will stay here until you return.
2. It has been raining since morning.
3. You have been studying for two hours.
4. He will be here at sharp 6 pm. Don’t worry about him.

6. There is a bridge over the river.
7. The cat is standing among kittens.
8. He has an umbrella over his head.
9. Don’t stand in front of the blackboard.
10. The farmer worked from dawn to dusk in winter season.
11. The valley is below the hills.
12. She is junior to me in age.
13. He dived into the swimming pool.
14. I don’t agree with you.
15. We are fond of sweets.
16. Don’t argue with me about this issue.
17. The train went through the tunnel.
18. I will be here by 4 pm.
19. She is suffering from fever. Let’s take her to the doctor.
20. He distributed books among the poor kids.
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Continuous TenseContinuous Tense21

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise present continuous tense and 
learn the formation of past continuous tense.

Students, you are familiar with present continuous tense. We use this 
tense to tell what is happening now.

Look at the picture and read the sentences carefully:

These children are cleaning the park. That boy is using the broom to collect garbage. 
Those kids are collecting the garbage and throwing it into the dustbin. This girl 
is watering the plants. That boy is planting a sapling. These kids are displaying 
banners and placards to give us message. I am also cleaning the park of my area. 
We should keep our surroundings clean.

MP
ontinuous tense.ontinuous ten

entences carefully:nces carefully:
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We use is/am/are with the -ing form of verbs to show present continuous 
tense.

• 
• 

 Shyam, dogs, children, etc.)

I.  Fill in the blanks with present continuous form of given verbs:
1. I  my school bag. (carry)

 2. They  the song. (record)
3. He  for a lift in my car. (ask)
4. You  up to the nearest bus stop. (walk)

 5. She  the poem by heart. (learn)
 6. I  the information from the Internet. (collect)
 7. We   scrabble together. (play)
 8. He  a bicycle. (ride)
 9. Students   on their project. (work)
 10. Monika   on the phone. (talk)

11. You  on a picnic. (go)
 12. Grandpa  us a story. (tell)

II.  Change the tense of the following sentences into present continuous tense and 
rewrite them:

1. Some people swim in the river.

2. She wears her favourite dress.

3. Kids cross the road carefully.

4. Mother prepares lunch for us.

5. Cold wind blows these days.
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7. He throws the ball to me.

8. The students go to the computer lab.

9. We wait for the bus.

10. They hide behind the sofa.

Past Continuous Tense is used to express that action which was in 

Ex.: It was raining yesterday. Some children were making paper boats 
and sailing them in puddles. A boy was running fast. I was watching from 
the window. My mother was making snacks for me. We were enjoying the 
weather.

III. Fill in the blanks with past continuous form of given verbs:
1. I   breakfast. (have)
2. He  a blue jacket. (wear)

 3. Mother  a sweater for me. (knit)
 4. We  the live telecast of match. (enjoy)

5. Women  with each other. (quarrel)
 6. The receptionist  the visitors. (attend)

7. They  at a nice hotel. (stay)
 8. I  care of my granny. (take)

9. The dog  its tail. (wag)

Tip of  the day

• We use was/were +ing form of verb in past continuous tense.
• 

PPress that action whess that acti
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IV.  Change the tense of these sentences into past continuous tense and rewrite:
1. They jog in the park.

2. He is chasing the pick-pocket.

3. Monika and Bhawna listen to their favourite songs.

4. I cheer for my team.

5. He is making a noise.

6. The car driver overtake the truck.

8. It rains heavily.

V. Identify the tense of these sentences:
1. We enjoy morning walk. 
2. The dogs were barking loudly. 
3. They celebrated Grandparents’ Day. 
4. I brush my teeth twice a day. 
5. He did his home work. 
6. Children do their work. 
7. You are buying groceries. 

9. I go to swim in the pool. 
10. Birds build nests in trees. 
11. Why are you disturbing others? 
12. I was congratulating the winners. 
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ConjunctionsConjunctions22

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will be made familiar with some more  
conjunctions.

Students, read the following sentences:

Astha and Sandy are siblings. They study in 
the same school but not in the same class. Their 
mom waits for them until they come back. 
Yesterday she was sleeping when they came 
home. They knocked at the door but she did not 
wake up. While they were standing outside the 
gate, their mom was sleeping. Since they were 
worried, they called their neighbour. Just then 
their mom opened the door and apologized for 
the inconvenience.

Tip of  the day

words or sentences that show contrast, difference or some unexpected result. 

All the underlined words are conjunctions.
Conjunctions are the words which join words, groups of words or 
sentences.
For example: and, or, but, because, so, as, since, if, though, although, 
until, while, when etc.
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Read some more examples:

1. You need to improve your English so remember to practise your grammar 
regularly.

2. If you want to improve your English, practise your grammar regularly.

3. I practise grammar regularly because I want to improve my English.

4. I enjoy gardening as it refreshes my mind.

5. Gardening refreshes my mind so I enjoy it.

6. Samyak was unwell, yet he continued dance practice.

7. Although Samyak was unwell, he continued dance practice.

8. Nimesh leads a very simple life though he is quite rich.

9. He knows that Arti is my childhood friend.

10. She took rest until  she was fully cured.

11. Run fast or you will lose the race.

 12. You will lose the race if you don’t run fast.

I.  Circle the conjunctions:

1. We are not allowed to do that because it’s harmful.

2. If you break the rules, you will be punished.

3. I took a cab as it was getting dark.

4. Would you prefer tea or coffee?

5. The teacher was having a sore throat, yet she completed the lecture.

6. She was cleaning her room while her brother was playing.

7. Since he has sprained his ankle, he is not going to play.

8. He kept playing although he had sprained his ankle.

9. A lot of passengers are stranded on the roads because the cab drivers are 
on strike.

10. I will not talk to you until you tell the truth.
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1. Manu made a phone call. He asked about my health.

  Manu made a phone call and asked about my health.

 2. You are honest. You are hardworking.
  

3. I took the remote. I changed the channel.

4. They sat at the table. They started having dinner.

5. Ravish is a tabla player. Bhushan is a tabla player. (Change the helping 
verb and common noun too)  

1. I waited for you. You didn’t come.

2. He is poor. He is contented.

programme. He did not lose heart.

IV.  Join these sentences using the conjunctions given in brackets:

1. He was tired. He had been studying since morning. (as)

PPPMM
P
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Pragati Maidan. (or)

3. I ran to the bus stop. I got into the bus. (and)

4. I ran to the bus stop. I missed the bus. (but)

5. Would you buy red dress? Would you buy blue dress? (or)

6. He laughed. He saw the baby making faces. (when)

V.  Circle the correct option:

1. I’ll go to market (but/and) purchase air-fryer.
2. (Though/When) Virat played well, his team lost the match.
3. (Though/When) Virat started playing, his team won the match.
4. (Unless/When) you run, you will miss the bus.
5. (Unless/If) you run, you will catch the bus.
6. (If/Yet) you want success, work hard.
7. Drink a glass of water (if/or) you are thirsty.
8. We came back from the zoo (as/so) it was closed.
9. (When/Until) the chairperson concluded his speech, everybody started 

clapping.
10. Shall we go to Humayun’s Tomb (or/but) Jantar Mantar?

12. We followed the rule (so/since) we had no problems at all.
13. Swami Vivekanand said (that/if) education is the manifestation of the 

perfection already in man.
14. “Arise! Awake (and/if) stop not (until/when) the goal is reached,” said 

Swami Vivekanand.

Dr APJ Abdul Kalam.
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AdverbsAdverbs23

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will learn some kinds of adverbs.

Students, read these sentences carefully:

You can understand this topic easily. Just listen patiently and 
attentively. Rohan, come here and sit down. Why were you 
absent yesterday? How can you behave so carelessly when your 
exams are approaching? Now I’m explaining the topic ‘Adverbs’ 
again just for you. I hope you will understand it now.

All the underlined words are adverbs.

Read some more examples:

early. (when)

2.  Don’t go outside. (where)

3.  He drives car carefully. (how)

4.  She sometimes makes excuses. (how often)

5.  I brush my teeth twice a day. (how often)

6.  The school bus stops here. (where)

 7.  The students are waiting patiently for the bus. (how)

 8.  The bus has arrived now. (when)

 9.  These students run fast and board the bus. (how)

 10. I never rush like this. I always wait for my turn. (how often)

An adverb is a word that adds to the meaning of a verb. Adverbs 
tell us when, where, how or how often someone did something.
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Read this table of some examples of adverbs carefully:

Adverbs of 
Manner  

(How-adverbs)

Adverbs of Place 
(Where-adverbs)

Adverbs of Time 
(When-adverbs)

Adverbs of 
Frequency  

(How often- 
adverbs)

sweetly, hard, 
neatly, loudly, 
sadly, fast, 
excitedly, brightly, 
kindly, carelessly, 
well

here, there, 
up, upstairs, 
downstairs, 
outside, inside, 
somewhere, above, 
down, everywhere, 
overhead

now, then, early, 
tomorrow, soon, 
yesterday, late, 
today, tonight, 
before, ago

always, never, 
sometimes, once, 
twice, often, 
usually

I.  Form adverbs by adding '-ly': (You may need to make some other changes too.)

 1. bad - badly  7.  happy  -  happily
 2.  brave  -   8.  simple  -  
 3.  sweet  -    9.  easy  -  
 4.  neat  -     10.  true  -  
 5.  tactful  -     11.  angry  -  
 6.  kind  -     12.  lazy  -  

II.  Underline the adverbs and tell their kind:
   Sentence     Kind
 1.  Go immediately.    Adverb of time
 2.  Run quickly.    
 3.  Students work hard.    
 4.  He never told a lie.    
 5.  I take exercise regularly.   
 6.  He stood there.    
 7.  She will design a card soon.  
 8.  The lion roars loudly.    
 9.  God is everywhere.    
 10. She greeted the guests warmly. 

 11. I am terribly engaged in the project.  
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12. Go upstairs.    
13. Don’t walk clumsily.   
14. We sometimes go to village.  

III.  Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs:
.  (truly/bravely)

 2.  We sat  in the bus.  (clearly/comfortably)
 3.  Please speak .  (politely/rudely)
 4.  I have  met them.  (never/heavily)
 5.  She speaks English 
 6.  He  entered the room.  (quiet/quietly)
 7.  Never treat animals .  (kindly/cruelly)
 8.  We shall set up our own business .  (soon/yesterday)
 9.  He will go to Surajkund Craft Fair . 
     (yesterday/tomorrow)
 10. She treated them .  (tactful/tactfully)
 11. I am writing .  (now/then)
 12. Rain, rain go .  (away/here)

IV.  Fill in the blanks with the types of adverbs as indicated in the brackets:
1.  Cross the road .  (adverb of manner)

 2.  Boys are playing .  (Adverb of place)
 3.  Children are playing .  (adverb of time)
 4.  We are playing .  (adverb of manner)
 5.   will be a holiday.  (adverb of time)
 6.  We should  help others.  (adverb of frequency)
 7.   we went to see the Old Fort.  (adverb of time)
 8.  You must sit  in the class.  (adverb of manner)
 9.  If you don’t work hard , you will be sorry later. 
     (adverb of time)
 10. We  go to school on foot.  (adverb of frequency)
 11. She might be sleeping .  (adverb of place)
 12.  hurt others.  (adverb of frequency)
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Simple Future TenseSimple Future Tense24

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note In this unit, students will learn the use of simple future tense.

Students, read these sentences carefully:
1.  Last year I was in Class 3.   (simple past tense)

 2.  Presently I am in Class 4.   (simple present tense)
 3.  Next year I’ll be in Class 5.  (simple future tense)
 4.  We went to Mumbai last year.  (simple past tense)
 5.  We shall go to Goa next month.  (simple future tense)
 6.  He helps his classmates.   (simple present tense)
 7.  He will not help his classmates.  (simple future tense)
 8.  Tomorrow will be a holiday.  (simple future tense)
 9.  Will they sell that house?   (simple future tense)

I.  Fill in the blanks with simple future form of the given verbs:
1.   The train  at 4 p.m. sharp.   (leave)

 2.   We  next Sunday.   (meet)
3.   Migratory birds  here in November.  (come)
4.   I 

 5.   He is working hard. He  in his life.  (succeed)
 6.   These rose buds  within a few days. (blossom)

7.   They  into their new home soon. (move)

We use simple future tense to tell about an action that has not yet 
happened but is about to happen.
We use ‘will’ or ‘shall’ with the root form of verb. 
‘Shall’ is used with ‘I’ and ‘we’. But now a days ‘will’ is generally used 
with all the subjects.
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8.   You  these questions.    (answer)
9.   I  my time in gossips.    (not waste)
10.   you  them?  (help)

II.  Change these sentences into simple future tense:
1.  It rains heavily.

2.  Mother makes dinner for us.

4.  She informs them about the new proposal.

5.  He does not complete his work.

6.  India maintains friendly relations with neighbouring countries.

7.  Do you like to swim in the pool?

8.  Do birds make nest on these trees?

9.  Does he chat on the Internet with his friends?

10. The sun hides behind the clouds.PM
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InterjectionsInterjections25

Teacher’s 
Note

Teacher’s 
Note

In this unit, students will revise the use of interjections and 
exclamation mark.

I.  Read these sentences and underline the interjections:

 1.  Oh! I forgot my wallet.
 2.  Wow! This poem is heart touching.
 3.  Ouch! I stepped on an iron nail.
 4.  Bravo! You will win the contest.
 5.  Shh! The baby is sleeping.
 6.  Yippee! We won the match.

II.  Match the interjections with the feelings they express:

 1.  Alas!  a. to express sudden pain
 2.  Bravo! b.  to request for silence
 3.  Ouch! c.  to show excitement or wonder
 4.  Shh! d.  to express joy, encouragement
 5.  Cheers! e. to express grief
 6.  Wow! f.  to praise a performer
 7.  Hurray! g.  to call attention or to express joy

 8.  Hey! h.  used as a salutation or toast

Students, you know that the words used to express sudden emotions 
of the speaker are called interjections. They are usually followed by an 
exclamation mark (!). Interjections are used to express surprise, pain, 
joy, pity or pleasure.
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III.  Fill in the blanks with suitable interjections:

1.  ! Save me from this dog.   (Help/Oh)

 2.  ! What a shot.   (Wow/Hush)

 3.  ! You’ve stepped on my toe.  (Bravo/Ouch)

4.  

5.  ! We missed the bus.   (Oh no/Well)

6.  ! These lions are ferocious.   (Beware/Hello)

7.  ! The lecture is about to start.  (Sorry/Silence)

 8.  ! What a splendid idea.   (Oops/Wow)

9.  ! What a great surprise!   (Wow/Oh)

10. ! Will you stop talking?   (Ah/Hey)

IV. Make sentences using these interjections:

1.  Ouch! :  

2.  Oops!  :  

3.  Alas! :  

4.  Bravo! : 

5.  Yippee! : 

6.  Hi! :  

7.  Hurray! :  

8.  Wow! :  
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ComprehensionComprehension26

I.  Read the conversation given below and answer the questions that follow:

Sangam : I went to Jodhpur last week. It is 
a beautiful city in Rajasthan.

Aarti :  I’ve never been to Jodhpur. 
Please tell me more about the 
place.

Sangam :  Jodhpur is also known as 
‘Blue City’. It is famous for its 
forts and museums. The palaces in Jodhpur are carved from hard 
sandstone. The Museum displays ancient weapons, paintings and 
thrones of the kings. Foreigners visit Jodhpur to relish its beauty and 
special food. People of Jodhpur are known for their hospitality. I’ll 
send you some photos that I’ve clicked.

Aarti :  Sure I’ll love to see them. Which places you liked the most?

Sangam :  I loved everything I saw there. Mehrangarh Fort, Umaid Bhawan 
Palace, Mandore Gardens and Jaswant Thada are mesmerizing 
places. Jodhpur is also famous for International Desert Kite Festival.

Aarti :  Have you brought some souvenirs from Jodhpur?

Sangam :  I brought tie-dye fabrics, wooden furniture, artifacts, hand made 
carpets, lac bangles, leather items and embroidered footwear from 
Jodhpur. I’ve brought some gift for you too. Here you are.

Aarti :  Wow! How beautiful lac bangles these are!
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Q 1.  Who are talking?

 Q 2.  Which place did Sangam visit?

 Q 3.  What does the museum display?

 Q 4. Name some famous places of Jodhpur.

 Q 5.  What can you buy as souvenirs from Jodhpur?

 Q 6.  What had Sangam brought for Aarti?

 Q 7.  Find any two adjectives from the passage.

 Q 8. Find the synonyms of these words from the passage:

   fascinating; very old; memento or token; to enjoy

II.  Read this story and answer the following questions:

A NIGHTINGALE IN CAGE

One day a man caught a nightingale and kept it in a cage. He said, “Now 
you will sing for me whenever I order you to sing.” 
The nightingale replied, “Don’t you know that 
nightingales don’t sing in captivity? I’ll soon die in this 
cage.” “Then I’ll cook you and eat,” replied the man. 
The nightingale then said, “Please let me go. I’ll tell 
you the three great truths of life in return.”
The man became curious and set the bird free. “Now 
I’ll tell you the three great truths. First of all, never 
believe a promise which a captive makes. Keep what you already have. 
And at last, never regret what you have lost,” replied the clever nightingale 

 Q1.  Where did the man keep the nightingale?
 Q2.  What did the man say to the nightingale?
 Q3.  Was the nightingale happy in captivity?
 Q4.  What did the nightingale promise to do in return of freedom?

 Q6.  Was the nightingale clever?

 Q8.  Find antonyms: always, foolish, last, found.
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III.  Read the poem and answer the questions that follow:

                      MY SHADOW

I have a little shadow,

that goes in and out with me,

And what can be the use of him

is more than I can see.

He is very, very like me

from the heels upto the head,

And I see him jump before me

When I jump into my bed.

The funniest thing about him

is the way he likes to grow,

Not at all like proper children

which is always very slow;

For he sometimes shoots up tall

like an Indian rubber ball,

And he sometimes gets so little

that there’s none of him at all.

 – R.L. Stevenson

Q1.  Name the poem and the poet.

 Q2.  What is the funniest thing about the shadow?

 Q3.  What does the shadow do when the child jumps?

 Q4.  Does the shadow grow like proper children?

 Q5.  How does the shadow shoot up sometimes?

 Q6.  Find any two pairs of rhyming words from the poem.
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Short CompositionsShort Compositions27
I.  Aditya is telling about his favourite teacher. Read it carefully. 

MY FAVOURITE TEACHER

“God couldn’t be everywhere, so He made mother, 
  Life doesn’t bring user’s manual, so He made teacher.” 
It is a fact that teachers are next to parents in a student’s life. They are our 
real well wishers. A favourite teacher becomes a permanent inspiration and 
admiration in a student’s heart for a lifetime. I too have many great teachers 

accomplished person. He teaches us English.  He has a wonderful quality of 
motivating the students in the most innovative ways. He is always updated 
with what is happening in the world. So he keeps us updated too. I was rather 

life. He treats us in a friendly manner. He possesses deep knowledge about 
other subjects also. Apart from the text books, he also guides us how to lead 
a successful life. He motivates us to be a good human being and a sensible 
citizen. I can never forget his contribution in shaping my personality.

 (i) Write a paragraph about your favourite teacher. You can include the 
person’s name, age, physical appearance, hobbies, nature, behaviour, 
special qualities, etc.

II.  Sneha is describing her school picnic. Read it and then describe your visit to 
some historical place or museum.

A SCHOOL PICNIC

Last Saturday, our school organized a picnic to Pratapgarh Farms. I 
reached the school at 7 a.m. All of us boarded the bus. Our teachers took 
our attendance and then we left for the picnic spot. It is quite far from our 
school. We reached there at 9.30 a.m. As soon as we entered the place, we 
were welcomed by the folk singers. After having butter milk alongwith tasty 
food, we went for camel ride. It was really a great fun. Then we went to 
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the farm house and saw sheep, goats, cows and bullocks.  After that, we 

pretty. We saw lettuce, brinjals, tomatoes, carrots and many other vegetables 

Indian games. We also enjoyed the puppet show. Thereafter we had the 
most amazing lunch prepared by village women in front of us. We clicked so 
many pictures wearing their traditional dresses. After that we assembled for 
dancing. We chatted, giggled and also participated in sack race and enjoyed 

and nature. At last, we returned home with sweet memories of that place.

 Now describe your school picnic by answering these questions:

1.  When did you have the picnic?

2.  Which spot was selected for the picnic?

3.  How did you travel to the place?

4.  What did you do there, see there and enjoy there?

5.  When did you leave that place?

6.  How did you feel after the picnic?

past tense. PM
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Letter WritingLetter Writing28

Read this letter (Informal)

I. Write a letter to your friend inviting him to your birthday party.

K-365, Kailash Colony
New Delhi

June 15, 20xx

Dear Sandy

Hello! I hope you are enjoying summer vacation. You will be excited to 
know that this year we have planned my birthday bash at the Kingdom 
of Dreams. I know you are crazy about theatre. We shall see ‘Zangoora’, 
then have an awesome food at Culture Gully. Folk dance performances will 

I need to remind you my birthday? You have to get ready on 22nd June. 
My dad will pick you up at 8 a.m. We shall be together for the whole day.
Looking forward to seeing you. Get ready for fun!

Your loving friend
Manikya

There are two types of letters: Formal letters and Informal letters.

We write informal letters to our friends and relatives.

teacher, etc.

In an informal letter, we use simple language and express our feelings 
in a natural manner.
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II.  Write a letter to your friend telling that you are unable to attend his party as 
you have to go out of station.

III. Write a letter to your uncle thanking him for the lovely birthday gift he sent 
to you.

Read this application (Formal)

to attend a wedding in family.

C-35, Yamuna Vihar

Delhi - 110053

October 10, 20xx

The Principal

Little Flowers International School

Kabir Nagar, Delhi

Dear Ma’am

Subject: Application for leave

This is to inform you that I would be unable to attend the school for two 
days, as I have to go to Agra to attend the wedding of my cousin.

Kindly grant me leave for two days, that is, 12 October, 20xx and 13 
October, 20xx.

Thanking you.

Yours obediently
Mini Yadav
4th A

II.  Write an application to the class teacher requesting to arrange remedial 
classes for the students.

III. Write an application to the Principal for change of section.
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I.  Grammar MCQs (Multiple Choice Questions)

Tick the correct options:

1. I left my book 

  everywhere   somewhere   out 

2.  Gold is  expensive than silver.

  much   more   most 

3.  They export spices. It is  family business.

  their   our   your 

4.  Please put  dirty dishes in the sink.

  a   an   the 

5.   people watched the show.

  Many   Much   More 

6.  That dog is yours. Here ‘yours’ is a  .

  possessive adjective   possessive pronoun 

7.  I collected sea  shells. Here ‘I’ is the 

subject    verb    object 

8.  He has an  of stamps.

  army   anthology   album 

9.  She  the answer and started crying.

  forget   forgot   forgets 

10. The ball hit  in the face.

  me   I   mine 

Formative ActivitiesFormative Activities29
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II.  Recite any poem which conveys a strong message. Read this one for practice.

              SAVE WATER, SAVE LIFE

The leaky tap drips day and night 

It seems the earth with water abounds
But think as its every drop counts.
The tap is on you brush your teeth

Just think of all the water lost
To close the tap, what does it cost?
The water bottle you take to school
The water in it is nice and cool
You drink a bit, The rest you throw
The water could help a little plant grow.

III. Prepare a multi-disciplinary project for various subjects altogether.

For instance, take a  topic ‘Tree’. Write a poem or paragraph based on trees 
in English and Hindi. Collect leaves or seeds of various 
plants and gather information about them. This will be 
your EVS activity. You can make some problem sums based 
on multiplication or division, keeping trees in mind. This 
will be your Maths activity. Make some leaves impressions 
or collage in an aesthetic way to prepare your Drawing 
activity. Arrange all these activities in a folder or set them in 
spiral binding. Your project is ready. It will save your time 
and look good.

IV.  JAM activity (Just A Minute)

Prepare a small speech on any of the following topics:

My favourite leader/ Clean School & Clean India/ Pollution/ Save trees/  
Hobbies/ Good habits/ Importance of Sports/ Morning walk/  

Balanced diet/ Yoga - the way of life
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I.  Fill in the blanks with correct option:

1.  Work  worship.    (is/are)

 2.  Do  die.     (and/or)

 3.   capital of India is New Delhi.    (A/The)

 4.  ‘Keep to the left’. It is a/an  sentence. 

           (imperative/assertive)

 5.  ‘What a wonderful surprise!’ It is an  sentence. 

              (interrogative/exclamatory)

 6.  She is tall but I  taller.    (am/are)

 7.  My sister and I  taller than you.   (am/are)

 8.  It is about to rain. Go home .    (immediately/already)

 9.  Wood is  than iron.    (light/lighter)

 10. I wanted to swim  the water was too cold.  (so/but)

II.  Change the tense of these sentences as directed:

1.  I talk to my friends.    (present continuous tense)

2.  They are going to school.   (past continuous tense)

3.  He does not eat soyabeans.  (simple past tense)

 4.  The tailor did not stitch my dress timely.  (simple present tense)

5.  We teach our younger siblings.  (simple future tense)

 6.  Do they paint the room?   (simple future tense)

Mixed BagMixed Bag30
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III.  Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions:

1.  Salman Khan and Akshay Kumar are popular  children.
 2.  He jumped  the wall.
 3.  The cat jumped  the well.
 4.  He keeps the keys  his pillow.
 5.  What is the time  your watch?
 6.  We are working like robots  morning to night.

IV.  Complete this letter using the simple present form of the bracketed verbs:

Dear Grandmother

How  (be) you? We 
this new place. Every morning, dad  (make) breakfast for us. Mother 

 (pack) our lunch boxes and  (get) us ready. Rohan and I 
 (walk) to school as the school  (be) nearby. We 

(like) the school. It  (be) fairly large. School  (begin) at 8 
a.m. I  (love) going to school but Rohan  (cry) a lot daily. He 

 (not want) to go to school. He still  (miss) 
his previous school. Mother  (go) to work at 9 a.m. and comes back at 
5 p.m. We  (miss) you and grandpa.

Do visit us soon.

Yours lovingly

Naina

V.  Punctuate these sentences (Use capital letters wherever required.):

1.  who can solve this question 

 2.  how tall that boy is     

 3.  have you seen the akshardham temple 

 4.  alas he is dead   

 5.  the hindu is a popular newspaper 

 6.  leander paes won the doubles match 
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VI.  Supply suitable subject or predicate:

1.  The mango tree in my backyard 

2.  The gardener 

3.   sings sweet bhajans.

4.   is a famous author.

5.  The nurse 

6.   died in the bomb blast.

VII.  Underline the error in sentences and write the correction in the blanks:

1.  He will ate pasta.       

2.  I am completing mine work.     

3.  Childrens were enjoying themselves at the zoo.    

4.  They did not asked for money.     

5.  He does not brushes his teeth.     

6.  Flowers bloom at spring season.    

7.  Don’t laugh on others.      

8.  He is acting according for rules.     

VIII. Find the names of eight parts of speech from the word search:

I N O N A T D O V E R B

C O N J U N C T I O N I

D O O M A N S L E E P P

I D U M A D V E R B O R

D D N C O M E M I N E O

A D J E C T I V E V E N

P R E P O S I T I O N O

M O R N I N G S I D E U

I N T E R J E C T I O N
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IX.  Match them to get proverbs:
1.  All is well    a.  so shall you reap.

 3.  A stitch in time   c.  that ends well.
 4.  A burnt child    d.  is not gold.
 5.  Better late   e.  before you leap.
 6.  As you sow   f.   according to your cloth.
 7.  Look   g.  saves nine.
 8.  All that glitters   h.  than never.

X.  Write a story developing the following points:

Robert Bruce, the king of Scotland — fought several times for his country’s 
freedom — not succeed —  hid in a cave — sad — saw a spider dropping 
by its thread from the ceiling — tried to get back to its web — fell again — 

succeeded — we should never lose heart.

XI.  Buttermilk is a good source of protein and minerals like calcium. Yesterday, 
I made it for my friend. Would you also like to have it? Here is its recipe. 
Complete it using past form of the given verbs:

First of all, I  (take) a cup of curd. Then I  (churn) 
it. After that I  (take) some ice cubes and  (crush) 
them. Then I  (add) the crushed ice to the churned curd 
and  (churn) it again. Then I  (mix) salt, cumin 
powder and black salt in the churned curd. Then I  (pour) 
it into a tall glass and  (garnish) it with fresh mint leaves. 
My freshly prepared buttermilk  (be) ready to serve.
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FunTim
e

FunTim
e

  (a) Climb a step. On each step given below is a new word in 

new word. Reach the top of the ladder by forming new words 
on each step.

Answers:
1. Three cats
2. The letter ‘M’
3. NOON
4. The letter ‘E’

 (b) Solve these riddles:

 1.  If three cats catch three mice in three minutes, how many cats would  
 be needed to catch six mice?

 2.  What is once in a minute, twice in a moment but never in a thousand  
 years?

 3.  What word can be written forward, backward or upside down and  
 can still be read from left to right?

 4.  What is the beginning of the end, the end of time, the middle of  
 yesterday but nowhere in tomorrow?

magic

stop

allow

decorate

icicle

option

owner

telegraph

leader
error

orange
genius

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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